
Paper with a few tasks  
 
Extraordinary traveller's "lockboxes of paper" 
 
A passage of the "Flowers of Evil" by Charles Baudelaire invites travellers to show their 
'lockbox rich of memories' and their 'marvelous jewels' caught visually and narratively while 
travelling. 
 
Etonnants voyageurs ! Quelles nobles histoires 
nous lisons dans vos yeux profonds comme les mers 
montrez-nous les ecrins de vos riches memoires,  
ces bijoux merveilleux, faits d’astres et d’éthers. 
 
Straordinari viaggiatori! Quali nobili storie 
leggiamo nei vostri occhi profondi come i mari 
mostrateci gli scrigni delle vostre ricche memorie 
quei gioielli meravigliosi, fatti di astri e d’etere. 
 
Amazed travellers! What noble histories  
we read in your eyes, deep as oceans. 
Open for us your lockbox of rich memories,  
those marvelous jewels made of stars and ether. 
 
Who? 
Who is the traveller? 
 
“Arrivando a ogni nuova città il viaggiatore ritrova 
un suo passato che non sapeva più d’avere: l’estraneità 
di ciò che non sei più o non possiedi più t’aspetta al 
varco nei luoghi estranei e non posseduti”. 
(Italo Calvino, Le città invisibili1) 
 
 
“Arriving  at each new city the traveller finds again a past of this that he did not know we had: 
the foreigness of what you no longer are , no longer possess lies in wait for you  
in foreign impossessed places.” 
(Italo Calvino, The Invisible cities 1) 
 
These classes are for teachers and educators. 
 
“Please explain the reasons that drove you to choose this course and your expectations regarding 
it  within the presentation of yourself. 
 
 
“Only one journey is possible: the journey within. We don't leave a whole lot from dashing about 
the surface of the Earth. Neither do I believe that one travels so as to eventually return: Man can 
never reach back to the point of origin, because he has changed in the process. And of course we 
cannot escape from; what we are we carry with us. We carry with us the dwelling place of our 
soul, like the turtle carries its shell. A journey through all the countries of the world would be 
mere symbolic journey. Whatever place one arrives at, it is still one's own soul that one is 
searching for. That is why man has to be able to travel.” Andreij Tarkovskij 
 



With whom? 
 
Travel companions 
 
Which personality, artist, cultured person,poet or musician has told stories about your country? 
Bring some information, example or text with you. 
 
I have decided to insert artist of Florence. 
 
Where? 
Florence 
Rise of the Medici 

 
Leonardo da Vinci (statue outside the Uffizi Gallery). 
Of a population estimated at 94,000 before the Black Death of 1348,[14] about 25,000 are said to 
have been supported by the city's wool industry: in 1345 Florence was the scene of an attempted 
strike by wool combers (ciompi), who in 1378 rose up in a brief revolt against oligarchic rule in 
the Revolt of the Ciompi. After their suppression, Florence came under the sway (1382–1434) of 
the Albizzi family, bitter rivals of the Medici. 

In the 15th century, Florence was among the largest cities in Europe, considered rich and 
economically successful. Life was not idyllic for all residents though, among whom there were 
great disparities in wealth.[15] Cosimo de' Medici was the first Medici family member to 
essentially control the city from behind the scenes. Although the city was technically a 
democracy of sorts, his power came from a vast patronage network along with his alliance to the 
new immigrants, the gente nuova (new people). The fact that the Medici were bankers to the 
pope also contributed to their ascendancy. Cosimo was succeeded by his son Piero, who was, 
soon after, succeeded by Cosimo's grandson, Lorenzo in 1469. Lorenzo was a great patron of the 
arts, commissioning works by Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and Botticelli. Lorenzo was an 
accomplished musician and brought composers and singers to Florence, including Alexander 
Agricola, Johannes Ghiselin, and Heinrich Isaac. By contemporary Florentines (and since), he 
was known as "Lorenzo the Magnificent" (Lorenzo il Magnifico Following the death of Lorenzo 
de' Medici in 1492, he was succeeded by his son Piero II. When the French 
king Charles VIII invaded northern Italy, Piero II chose to resist his army. But when he realized 
the size of the French army at the gates of Pisa, he had to accept the humiliating conditions of the 
French king. These made the Florentines rebel and they expelled Piero II. With his exile in 1494, 
the first period of Medici rule ended with the restoration of a republican government. 



Savonarola and Machiavelli 

 
Girolamo Savonarola being burnt at the stake in 1498 
During this period, the Dominican monk Girolamo Savonarola had become prior of the San 
Marco monastery in 1490. He was famed for his penitential sermons, lambasting what he viewed 
as widespread immorality and attachment to material riches. He blamed the exile of the Medicis 
as the work of God, punishing them for their decadence. He seized the opportunity to carry 
through political reforms leading to a more democratic rule. But when Savonarola publicly 
accusedPope Alexander VI of corruption, he was banned from speaking in public. When he 
broke this ban, he was excommunicated. The Florentines, tired of his extreme teachings, turned 
against him and arrested him. He was convicted as a heretic and burned at the stakeon the Piazza 
della Signoria on 23 May 1498. 

A second individual of unusually acute insight was Niccolò Machiavelli, whose prescriptions for 
Florence's regeneration under strong leadership have often been seen as a legitimization of 
political expediency and even malpractice. In other words, Machiavelli was a sort of political 
thinker, perhaps most renowned for his political handbook, titled The Prince, which is about 
ruling and the exercise of power. Commissioned by the Medici, Machiavelli also wrote 
the Florentine Histories, the history of the city. Florentines drove out the Medici for a second 
time and re-established a republic on 16 May 1527. Restored twice with the support of both 
Emperor and Pope, the Medici in 1537 became hereditary dukes of Florence, and in 1569 Grand 
Dukes of Tuscany, ruling for two centuries. In all Tuscany, only the Republic of Lucca (later 
a Duchy) and the Principality of Piombino were independent from Florence. 

 
Where from? 
There will be room to describe your city, your territory, your school. 
If possible bring some local specialty with you to share with the other participants. 
 
How? 
Condivision of the chosen  methodology 
 
The course is inspired by 'research-action' as well as-interpreting methodology of social 
constructivism's principles, according to which “knowledge is more and more often considered a 
process of gradual  dialogical negotiation between  the different actors and people involved”. We 
want to detect a specific element of 'research-action', a ' circular approach', that is : observation-
evaluation-intervention-observation', where research , the comparison and solving of problems 
have to be developed in a “recursive way reflection-action' with continuous adjustments. . And 
among those involved in the process, a special space is dedicated to the people participating. As 
philosophic and scientific theory evolved, the method acquired a more and more specific 
meaning. It is intended as a procedure aimed at reaching a non absolute knowledge that is able to 
explain an aspect of reality. That means that a person, who uses a method to solve a problem is 
like somebody who has to go for a more or less long or difficult journey, through the means of 



thinking, proving to oneself, attempting  and making faults while being focused on attaining a 
goal. The idea of education as ' continuous re-organisation and re-construction of experience', 
oriented towards promoting a way of thinking able to face and manage the needs and the projects 
of a society, that changes and develops rapidly, and meanwhile able to create a society that is 
more fair and open to dialogue, exchange, confrontation and democracy. So that Research- 
Action, becomes a method of experimentation of new educational models aimed at introducing 
positive changes in the educational framework in which we act in. Research-action is based on 
the assumption that it is necessary to live educational time abandoning strict disciplinar  
education by creating educative experiences centred on the person who is learning and who is 
trying to combine knowledge and reflection on reality with the need to learn  and the desire to 
understand, the educational quality of the working environment and the development of personal 
interests, needs and projects. The journey is an enchantment  and a metaphor of existence we are 
led to by maps and their aesthetism of emptiness( confusion, excitement about the unknown)   
and the borders between sea and land where we trace the lines of our route towards the enigma of 
life. The journey intended as a research of  one's own soul and made by following the routes  
taken  by artists, ready to leave their present life in order to find a balance and harmony 
previously lost, gives us, on one hand, the possibility of an  anthropocentric way of naming  the 
existing and on the other hand, to  investigate our inner life ,being able to alternate inner and 
outer geographies.  Logbook, harmony, landing are words linked to the nautical world, evocative 
of the desire to make one's own existential path  tangible through memories, further navigation 
underlines and re-evokes sense and sensibility. The metaphor of travelling is often used to 
describe the research of something, that means one travels with an open mind, one boards and 
leaves for an adventure of knowledge and astonishment..... 
 
 
With what kind of instruments? 
 
Cameras, notebooks, sounds, papers, books 
Everybody is free to choose the way he\she prefers to store the memories regarding the things we 
will be visiting, listening to and observing. A notebook could be a tool to verify ones knowledge 
and consolidate ones memory. 
The association will be producing a multimedia product, available online, containing all graphic 
impressions, texts and photos by the participants, as a collective memory. 
 
 
 
 
 


